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Activities include
Orchestra - Chamber Music - Composers
Class - Choir - Listeners Discussion Group
Solo Singing - Pianists Class - Concerts
An Exhibition of paintings will be on view during the week
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BORODIN
by Serge Dianin
translated from the Russian by Robert Lord

‘An invaluable biography of the composer’ Martin Cooper in BBC MUSIC MAGAZINE
‘This is likely to remain the standard authority’ MUSIC AND MUSICIANS
‘The appearance of this book fulfils a long-standing need for a serious study of the life and music of this much loved and engaging composer.’ D. Lloyd-Jones in THE LISTENER
‘The Oxford Press deserves full marks for publishing in English what will rank as the best and most authoritative biography of Borodin.’ THE TIMES LITERARY SUPPLEMENT
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Benjamin Lees

Concerto for Orchestra * . . . Score 60/-
Prologue, Capriccio and Epilogue * . Score 40/-
Symphony No. 2 * . . . Score 75/-
Interlude for String Orchestra * . . Score 20/-
String Quartet No. 2 Pocket Score 8/6 Parts 22/6
Songs of the Night, Soprano and Piano . . 10/-
Cyprian Songs, Baritone and Piano . . . 7/6
Fantasia, Solo Piano . . . . . . . 6/-
Kaleidoscopes, Solo Piano . . . . . 6/-
Six Ornamental Etudes, Solo Piano . . 8/6
Sonata Breve, Solo Piano . . . . . . 10/-
Sonata for Two Pianos (2 copies supplied) . 17/6

* Orchestral material available for hire
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